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Abstract
The purpose of the study is to examine the relationship between the Georgian state and
its ethnic Armenian minority community of Samtskhe-Javakheti. Specifically, the
article considers Georgian State’s approach to the national question involving
challenges of the state building efforts in the context of ethnic diversity and
democratization, current issues and challenges hampering socio-political cohesion on
the background of existing preconditions and legacies of 90s and 2000s. It examines
conflicting threat perceptions from majority and minority leading to considering
minority question through the prism of national security rather than human rights from
one side and from another viewing a State as a source of threat vs. provider of security.
In addition the article discusses regional dynamics in the South Caucasus, divergent
integrative projects of the region translated into different foreign policy priorities and
domestic reform processes of the three South Caucasian States and how these
diversities influence minority communities. Role of a formal imperial master and soft
power it exercises on the post-soviet space on the background of the changing
international environment is also touched upon having influence on existing conflicting
threat perception of the remote province of Javakheti and hindering nation-and hence
state building process
I.
Introduction
Since Georgia’s independence Javakheti was considered as a possible hot spot by
international organizations and political scientists. But the region has never
experienced serious conflict or major human-rights abuses, though the ongoing
tensions and resentments have existed. The province was even out of control of Tbilisi
in early 90s controlled by local paramilitary groups. But despite existence of certain
factors that led other regions of Georgia to a conflict, peace was maintained and state
managed to extend control over the province. A significant contributor to that was the
regional dynamics that prompted Armenian state to keep on constructive stance
towards Javakheti and maintain good neighborly relations with Georgia not supporting
Javakheti irredentist sentiments.
Javakheti province lies in a wider Samtskhe-Javakheti administrative region of
Georgia, with the administrative capital Akhaltsikhe and consists of two districts
(Ninotsminda and Akhalkalaki). The population of Javakheti is overwhelmingly ethnic
Armenian. Armenians account for approximately six percent of the population of
Georgia, with significant majority residing in Javakheti. Javakheti is bordering with the
Republic of Armenia and Turkey on a volcanic valley (1600-2000). Its geographic
isolation, falling under the 78 km closed border zone with the #62 military base during
the Soviet Union, strong cultural ties with Armenia, and a legacy of Soviet nationality
policies have resulted in the region’s isolation. Javakheti’s economy is primarily
agricultural. Province’s border function has defined limited civilian infrastructure,
resulting in Russian military base to be the principal cash employer before 2007 when
it was handed over to Georgia. Currently many Armenians travel for seasonal works to
Russia sending back remittances to the region. Few Armenians speak Georgian well,
limiting their opportunities for full participation in the Georgian state.
Since 2004 Tbilisi has sought to redress this isolation through investment in
infrastructure, education, and social services, legislation guaranteeing rights to national
minorities and other efforts to promote the multi-ethnic character of the Georgian state.
The efforts have yielded results and serious steps towards integration of Javakheti have
been observed. Significant contributing factor was the withdrawal of Russian base and
decreasing means of Russian influence.
Ethnic minorities in general and in Javakheti specifically are vulnerable to external, as
well as internal developments. Though policies of Saaakshvili government directed at
the consolidation and modernization of the state achieved tangible results, the ongoing
resentments, external agitation, change of the international environment in the post-

soviet space, European Union (EU) and Russia competing in the South Caucasus for
the divergent regional integrative projects on the background of Russia’s aggressive
foreign and security policy poses threats for instability in this remote province,
strengthening the existing conflicting threat perceptions among majority and minority
populations hindering nation- and hence state building process in Georgia.
II.

Regional Dynamics and “Imperial Power”

The South Caucasus is not a well-defined region and all three regional countries seek
different development schemes and integrative projects, translated in different foreign
policy priorities and domestic reform process. Armenia is a part of a Collective Security
Treaty Organization (CSTO), while Georgia aspires to join North Atlantic treaty
Organization (NATO). Armenia has joined Customs Union (CU),
while Georgia
has signed Association Agreement (AA) with the EU. Azerbaijan so far has not engaged
into any legally binding economic integrative projects.1
Georgia has friendly relations with all of its southern neighbors, generally better with
Turkey and Azerbaijan, its strategic partners, than with Armenia. While forming those
relations, all three countries take into consideration their relations with Russia.
Georgian-Russian relations are particularly affecting Armenia, due to Armenia-Russia
strategic partnership. Armenia is landlocked, and because of Nagorno-Karabakh its
borders with Turkey and Azerbaijan are closed, so transit and trade routes through
Georgia are crucial for Armenia’s access to Russia.2
Armenia closely monitors Georgia’s cooperation with its neighbors and is concerned by
strengthening of the cooperation between Georgia, Azerbaijan and Turkey, both at
bilateral level as well as within the trilateral format.3 Deepening the transportation and
communication systems of the three countries, Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan oil pipeline,
Baku-Tbilisi Erzurum gas pipeline, Baku-Tbilisi-Kars railroad, Southern Gas Corridor4
are perceived as an attempt to isolate Armenia from all regional projects. 5 From its side,
Armenia needs reopening of the railway through Abkhazia to make full use of its
economic integration with Russia. Currently the land communication to Russia goes
through Georgia Military road that is vulnerable to natural disasters, closes in
winter and limits cargo transit capacity. The issue was revisited during the June 18-19,
2014 visit of Armenian President Serzh Sargsyan to Tbilisi, who emphasized the “vital
importance” of the opening of the railway for Armenia.6 The reopening of Abkhaz
railway is a political rather than economic issue for Georgia and crossing this red line is
not feasible at this stage. Reopening of the Abkhaz railway will also be against
Azerbaijan’s interest, which Georgia also has to take into consideration. Although there
is recognition on the part of both Yerevan and Tbilisi that the future relations between
two countries should deepen, the participation in divergent integrative projects still
creates uncertainties, though at the same time Georgia’s adherence to EU path as
manifested by signing AA and Armenia joining CU has not so far influenced GeorgiaArmenia trade relations as anticipated earlier.7 Deep and Comprehensive Free Trade
Agreement (DCFTA) does not challenge existing bilateral free trade agreements of
Georgia. The CU member countries, on the contrary, use joint tariffs and set of
regulations in relations to “third countries”. Exception i s
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possible if CU member countries agree not to change status quo and retain existing
free trade agreements with Georgia.8 Since then, at the high level meetings of the
Georgian and Armenian leadership, it was stated that the different foreign policy
preferences is not a dividing factor, but encompasses new opportunities for increasing
trade and investment and that Georgia’s Euro-Atlantic integration choice does not
pose an immediate threat to Armenia’s national security.9 That is a possibility, but the
final word in the Russia led integration process would be up to Moscow. Whatever is
the future of Georgia-Armenia economic relations, Armenia joining CU has more
political impact on Georgia rather than economic. With this action, Eurasian Union is
approaching too close to Georgia.10 For normal functioning of the CU one of the
aims is to ensure better land communication between Russia and Armenia.
Consequently there is a high probability that Russia will pressure Georgia to attain its
strategic goals in the region.Despite divergent views on geopolitical integration,
Georgia-Armenian relations can be assessed as pragmatic due to national and political
interests of both countries. Neither country is interested in weakening each other’s
sovereignty, as the 20 years of independence has shown that the common threat for
both countries is exactly maintaining sovereignty, which will be hard without
balanced relations with the neighbors. Multiethnic Georgia is not interested in another
crisis, from its side Armenia needs Georgia as a transit to open up its economy. 11 The
rationality that is a precondition for cooperation has always dominated GeorgiaArmenian relations.12
That has been visible throughout years especially on the governmental level.
Developments in the region in the 1990s and early 2000s demonstrated that Armenia
and Georgia seek to safeguard bilateral relations. Authorities in Armenia have always
been reserved and careful in their approach towards Javakheti and have not made any
irredentist claims even in the early 1990s. During 2008 August war, Armenia also
maintained position of non-interference, neither did it change position on Abkhazia
and South Ossetia13 and Javakheti remained calm, even despite excessive Russian
propaganda. Official Yerevan has frequently been criticized by Armenian
organizations for its inactivity and ignoring issues of concern to ethnic Armenians in
Javakheti. Public opinion, and especially that of Javakheti émigrés, is sensitive
towards the developments in Javakheti. The statements made by Armenian
organizations, or articles by Armenian political scientists often becoming inflame
Georgian public opinion,14 and are mistakenly perceived as being initiated from
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Javakheti. In most cases, the perspective from Armenia on the issues is more extreme
than it is in Javakheti itself.15
Armenia’s strategic partnership with Russia is a decisive factor in forming the
position of Javakheti Armenians towards Georgia’s Euro-Atlantic aspirations. While
Armenia’s decision to join Russia-led CU was criticized in Armenia and some in
Yerevan considered it as surrender of state sovereignty, caused due to Russia’s
pressure on Armenia16, general attitude towards Armenia’s decision was mildly say
neutral, if not positive in Javakheti.
If Armenian State plays positive role in maintaining stability in Javakheti, the same is
not true of Russia. Javakheti Armenians have special relations with Russia starting
back from 19th century Ottoman-Russian rivalry, continued later during the Soviet
period. The Russian # 62 military base in Akhalkalaki on the border of a NATO
member Turkey shaped affairs in the province until the final withdrawal of Russian
troops in 2007. It was the principal source of paid labour in the region, and
contributed to close economic ties with Russia ensuring dependency of local ethnic
Armenian population, among them through giving Russian citizenship. The base was
one of the major factors impeding the Government’s effort to integrate Javakheti into
Georgia, and was used as a means of political pressure in support of radical elements
active in Javakheti in their separatist demands.17
After the withdrawal (which Russia was obligated to complete by the CFE Treaty)
Russia’s role in the region has decreased, although has not disappeared. Many locals
have been seasonal migrant workers in the Russian Federation. Due to worsening
Georgian-Russian relations—in particular Russia’s closure of the border with Georgia
and restrictions on visa issues—travel to Russia became complicated. But through
acquiring Russian and Armenian passports the number of Javakheti Armenians
travelling to Russia for seasonal works have increased and remittances send back to
Javakheti from Russia is still a major source of income for locals. According to Crisis
Group report, around 60 percent of families from Javakaheti have relatives in Russia,
what creates economic, but not political dependence on Russia.18 But economy and
politics are closely interlinked as many seasonal workers have Russian or Armenian
citizenship which can be used as a means of pressure on Georgia. The problem
became obvious since fall of 2014 when the Georgian authorities started to strengthen
migration management and enforcement of a law on citizenship. The discontent
within the region due to stripping Georgian citizenship of ethnic Armenians holding
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passports of other countries might be manipulated by Russia to weaken Georgian
State even without necessarily consent from the Armenian community.
Contributing to this concern is the role Russia plays on the post soviet space. It
effectively seeks to leverage ethnic minority groups against titular nations thereby
hampering state- and nation-building processes.19 Russia’s recent invasion of Ukraine
confirms the emergence of a clearly formulated foreign and security policy doctrine in
connection to the post-Soviet space.20 Russia has expanded its role of a kin to a wider
Russian-speaking population through provision of Russian passports to the citizens of
the neighboring states.21 In this case Russia exceeds the claims of a kin-state acting as
a regional power determined to pressure Georgia and change regional dynamics.22
This approach is not new, but recently it has been articulated more clearly and in
radical terms, especially after invasion of South Ossetia and aggression in Ukraine
and determination to reconstruct Russian influence in its “civilizational borders”
encompassing post-soviet space.23
Russia is concerned in the post soviet space not only about NATO, but AA as well.
Though AA is portrayed as more technical, it is in reality a compromise at this
moment, extremely significant for Georgia keeping country out of Russia’s orbit.
Ukraine became a “reality check” that AA is an issue of concern for Russia, linking
Georgia’s fate with Ukraine.24 Russian propaganda and soft power is directed at
undermining Georgia’s efforts not only to join NATO, but its EU approximation
process as well. As Russia has become unpredictable and no longer pursues rational
policies, in the wake of its continued violation of Ukrainian sovereignty and threats to
its statehood, the likelihood of a resurgent Russian attempt to undermine Georgia by
playing on vulnerability of its ethnic minority population might become a greater and
more realistic concern
I.

Preconditions and Challenges to Building a Political Community

The 1990 Law on Citizenship granted citizenship to all those who were “permanent
residents” on the territory of Georgia by the time of dissolution of the Soviet Union,
however, building a Georgian civic identity and unified political community has
remained a challenge. The Soviet legacy of identifying the nation with the ethnos
continued and both majority and minority communities defined themselves
exclusively in ethnocentric terms making the creation of shared polity a
real
challenge.25 This problem was evident in the discourse preceding the removal of
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ethnicity from state-issued identity documents later in 199926. Ethnocentric approach
and inability to create a common national project for Georgia’s majority minority
population resulted in two breakaway regions of Abkhazia and South Ossetia. In
addition to instable political situation, poor socio-economic conditions and
attractiveness of the historic homeland prompted minorities to leave the country
decreasing Georgia’s minority community from 29.9 to 16.3 percent. Georgia’s
historical profile of a multiethnic country has disappeared with its two main ethnic
minority community comprising of ethnic Armenians and Azeris settled compactly
respectively in Javakheti and Kvemo Kartli bordering their kin states.27 Though
problems pertinent for all minority communities in Georgia were mostly the same
translated in low level of socio-economic, political and cultural integration ethnic
Armenian community of Javakheti has always had more unsettled relations with the
center than for example ethnic Azeris since early 90s.
The ethnic and religious composition of Javakheti has been determined mostly by
politically motivated forced migration of various ethnic and religious groups over the
past two centuries. The migration patterns were intertwined with the history of the
region after being under the Ottoman rule since 16th century till 1829 Ottoman –
Russian war. Under Ottomans the main changes in the region followed more religious
pattern, which resulted in the islamization of the local population. The main
demographic changes took place after Andrianopol Treaty between Turkey and
Russia in 1829, when Russian favored Christian Armenians from the Eastern parts of
Turkey (Erzurum) were encouraged to move to this remote part of the Empire. Ethnic
Muslim Georgians who were not considered as loyal to Russians left the region. The
Armenians settled into the region in two main waves in early 1830s and 1870s. Russia
has also forcefully relocated the ethnic Russians, religious minority group, Dukhobors
who rejected authority of a Church and the State in late 19th century to Javakheti.28
Next serious demographic changes to the Samtskhe-Javakheti region occurred in the
20th century. In 1944 approximately 120 thousand of so called Meskhetian Turks were
exiled from the region to Fergana, Central Asia, though from Javakheti province
itself, only 40 families were expelled.
For today, Akhalkalaki and Ninotsminda districts are two out of the six regions of
Samtskhe-Javakheti that are predominantly homogenous, with Armenian population
in Akhalkalaki 94,3% and in Ninotsminda – 95,8%.29 Geographically those districts
are unified under a Javakheti province.
Since the mid1990s the center exercised almost no control over Javakheti, which was
run by a local paramilitary group, Javakh. Many from Javakheti fought in a NagornoKarabakh conflict, but no open irredentist demands were expressed among the ethnic
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Armenian community at that time. President Shevardnadze, with his mastery of a
personal network of patron-client relations, managed to establish control over the
region by balancing local power holders against one other and offering them lucrative
governmental positions within the region or parliamentary mandates in Tbilisi. The
local authorities, mostly ethnic Armenians, had been turned into political and
economic elites who provided their extensive family networks and friends with social
and economic benefits. 30 Relying on this type of governance was a result
of
Shaverdnadze government policy considering minority issue through the national
security prism and following the approach of “let sleeping dogs lie”,31 meaning taking
out minority-majority discourse from the public sphere and closing it for the outside
interference, including political party activism.32
This strategy of relying to govern the region through local power brokers resulted in
“positive” developments such as maintaining stability and establishing State’s control
over the region in turbulent 90s. On the other hand, it excluded rule of law and did not
establish channels of democratic communication between majority and minority
groups and did not contribute to creating a common political community with the
common view of the Georgian State. 33
The serious impediment factor to creating a unified political community was the
ignorance of the Georgian language in Javakheti and related to it informational
vacuum. The legacy of the Soviet nationality policies and imposition of Russian as a
language of social mobility discouraged minorities from studying the language of
titular republics and drove wedges between majority and minority groups.34 This
problem was not addressed after the independence, even more, the responsibility over
education of minority communities was totally transferred to kin states, in many
instances resulting in Armenia supplying textbooks for ethnic minority schools of
Javakheti.
On this background coming to power of Saakashvili government with the ardent
reforms and pronounced ethnic minority policy was a drastic change. Saakashvili
directly appealed to minority communities of Georgia, often in their own languages,
travelled to minority regions, made references to the loyalty of minorities towards the
Georgian state and to the importance of viewing all ethnic groups as principal parts of
the Georgian state reflecting the understanding of the government about the
importance of unifying the country through civic nationalism.35 This was part of
National Movement’s ambitious state building efforts together with law enforcement,
fighting corruption, educational system, etc. Georgia also started to fulfill obligations
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that the country took while acceding to Council of Europe in 1999 under the
framework of international human- and minority-rights standards. Georgia has finally
ratified the Framework Convention for National Minorities (FCNM) in 2006 and
published subsequent reports, though it has yet to sign and ratify the European Charter
for Regional or Minority Languages (ECRML), which does not seem feasible in the
closest future, as the Charter is controversial in Georgia. Some argue that recognition
of minority languages might impede their integration36 and hence the state building.
As a part of a new approach, coordination and development of minority policy was
assigned to then the State Ministry for Reintegration, now Office of the State Minister
for Reconciliation and Civic Equality. The Strategy and Action Plan for Tolerance
and Civic Integration was elaborated and adopted for implementation in 2009 for the
next five years. As Georgia does not have a law on national minorities, this was a
serious step forward as the National Strategy and Action Plan provided clear
commitment and guidelines for minority integration in the spheres, such as rule of
law, education and state language, media and access to information,
political
integration and civic participation, social and regional integration and culture and
preservation of identity.37 In addition, significant steps have been taken to increase
Georgian language knowledge among Ethnic Armenian population of Javakheti.
Government has picked up and continued OSCE led initiatives of promoting Georgian
language and established Zurab Zhvania school of Public Administration in Kutaisi to
increase number of minorities in the public service. The most significant endeavor for
supporting integration efforts was the introduction of initiative aimed at increasing
number of ethnic minority representatives in the higher educational institutions.
Through the quota system 1+4 introduced in 2010 ethnic minorities can get state
funding through passing only one, general aptitude test in their native language at a
minimum score. Afterwards they can study intensive Georgian for the first year and
then continue studies in any Georgian University. The data show that, since initiation
of the mentioned system the number of ethnic Armenian students in the Georgian
language higher educational institutions has increased.
Year

2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

General Aptitude Test in Armenian Language
# of students that took the
# of students that passed the
test
test successfully
105
54
2
1
188
128
238
185
262
200
248
186
307
218

Nationwide Exams 2008-201438
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Government’s ambitious anti-corruption activities and reforms of law-enforcement
agencies limited discrimination against minorities. In addition it has also invested in
infrastructural projects considered to be a major impeding factor to isolation of
Javakheti, as well as initiated and promoted regional projects, such as Kars –
Akhalkalaki – Baku railway aimed at economic integration and the development of
the ethnic Armenian minority enclave.39
The reforms were a dramatic change from the previous approach to minority policy
and have yielded significant outcomes. But despite the serious steps aimed at
decreasing the gap between majority and ethnic Armenian community of Javakheti,
the results were not straightforward. However, Javakheti community has come both
physically and psychologically closer to the Georgian state. For its part, the majority
also acknowledged that ignoring minority issues was hampering the country’s
development into a viable, modern, democratic nation. But the timeframe and
resources allocated for integration strategies have not been sufficient to overcome the
practices entrenched since Soviet times and solidified throughout the 90s. The policies
also lacked coherent and thorough approach.40 During the political and economic
transition as states strive to define priorities for using their limited resources and
capacity, the rule of law and economic development come prior to minority concerns.
In most cases, states in transition do not possess enough resources to accommodate
minority demands and provide them with the means to safeguard their identities
creating “threatening uncertainties.”41
II. Current Issues and Conflicting Threat Perceptions
As a result of state building efforts majority-minority relations became stable and
peaceful, demands for regional or language autonomy have not been an issue any more
and in general decrease of political activism in Javakheti has been observed.
Contributing to this in addition to above mentioned reform process was also limited
Russian influence due to withdrawal of Russian military base, and allegedly strict
security control exercised in the region through then the Minister of Interior
Merabishvili and his deputy, both from Samtskhe-Javakheti.42 But despite those
relatively stable relations, the mutual mistrust in minority-majority relations have
been coming up, depending on changing circumstances. Those circumstances have
encompassed certain state building and rule of law establishment efforts, such as anticorruption activities on the Georgian-Armenian border in Ninotsminda (2005), as well
as closing of enterprises in Javakheti accused of tax evasion.43 Actions that were widely
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publicized and aimed at asserting the state’s power instigated contentious debate in the
province.
As minority groups are vulnerable to changes both within the country and on the
international arena, Turkey-Georgia strategic partnership and Russia’s resurgence as a
regional power has also effected developments in Javakheti. At current stage major
concerns of local community is evolved and generated due to activities of Russia and
Turkey in one or another way influencing developments in the region. Perceptions of
ethnic Armenians of their opportunities and threats are shaped by the international
context. State and minority have failed to share enemy and strategic partners’ images
what has contributed to conflicting threat perceptions among both majority and
minority communities.44
Image of Turkey as an enemy and Russia as a defender has still been shaping
perceptions among Javakheti community which is translated in their attitudes both
towards domestic as well as foreign policy decisions of the State.
The increased sense of insecurity is generated among locals due to construction of Kars
- Akhalkalaki - Baku railway and subsequent influx into the region of Turkish and
Azeri personnel associated with the construction and security of the railway. The
commission of the railway that was initially planned for the late 2015 has been
postponed and as stated by the Turkish Transport Minister in July of 2016, 87% of
railway was completed and tests runs are schedule to start in December of 2016.45 The
railway will link the railway systems of Azerbaijan, Georgia and Turkey.46 It is
projected that cargo turnover during the first year will be 2-3 million tons, gradually
increasing this amount up to 8 million tones.47 The railway operation and connected
with it infrastructure will definitely increase Georgia’s transit function and contribute to
economic development of the province.48 But the locals fear that the economic benefits
associated with the railway will be limited for ethnic Armenians basing their
assumptions on their exclusion from benefiting the project during the construction
phase.
In general any activity which is carried out through the Turkish investment is perceived
negatively in Javakheti. In addition to the Kars – Akhalkalaki –Baku railway, the
criticism is expressed towards the Paravani Hydroelectric Power Plant also built
through the Turkish investment. The plant was opened officially in October of 2014 and
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will be used to supply Turkey with energy for nine months, while reminder of the year
will cover demands from Georgia49 contributing to Georgia’s energy security.
Minority community of Javakheti perceives steps taken by Georgian State associated
with the increased Turkish engagement in the region as a threatening to its security.
Turkey is also associated with the NATO. The Javakheti civil society representatives
express negative position towards Georgia’s aspiration to join the alliance. Turkey is
the only NATO member state bordering Georgia and they are worried of the
possibility of Turkish troops stationing in Georgia in case of membership.50 Some
also argue that NATO-Turkish troops will be directed against Russian military base in
Guimri, Armenia. To sum up, the strengthened Russian propaganda overall in Georgia
and specifically in Javakheti is skillfully using anti-Turkish sentiments for elevating
Russia’s role of a heir of Byzantine Empire as a savor of Christian values thus
opposing itself to the West and in this case to Turkey.
From its side State and majority also link minority question to National Security.
Georgia’s experience as a part of a Russian empire and later the USSR constitute
background to the State’s assessment of current Russian actions.51 In more recent
history aggression in the South Ossetia, strategic “agreements” with Abkhazia and
South Ossetia, annexation of Crimea and assault on Ukraine’s sovereignty make
Russia the major external threat to Georgia who can use various leverages to
undermine Georgia’s Euro-Atlantic aspirations and keep it in its sphere of interest. As
Giragosyan argues, Russia might use minorities to exercise pressure on Georgia.52
While kin-state Armenia has always been a stabilizing factor in State-Javakheti
relations, Russia who also can be considered as a kin might not act the same way.
Technically speaking Russia is not a kin-state to any minority residing on Georgia’s
territory, however, it has traditionally acted as a supporter of Russian speaking
minorities and where kinship is absent, Russia has created it through passportization,
a mass distribution of citizenship.53 This was the case with Abkhazia, South Ossetia
and Crimea used by Russia later to “defend” its compatriots on those territories.
Ethnic Armenian minority of Javakheti, is perceived to favor, as Alexander Rondeli
puts it, the former “colonial master”,54 and supports foreign and security policy
priorities that differ from those supported by ethnic Georgians. In many Eastern
European countries and in the post-Soviet space as well, minorities have been
considered as allies to major powers historically oppressing the majority group. This
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phenomenon, known as “minoritized majorities,” 55 defines the threats and the
perceptions of majority groups towards the minorities and transfers the minoritymajority debate from the human rights and justice perspective to a national security one.
Against this background, with the significant Russian propaganda in the region, the
existence of other states’ passports among the Javakheti community and the
discontent of local population due to the strengthened migration control of the State in
the absence of democratic channels of communication posses new challenges to StateJavakheti relations and building a common vision for the Georgian State.56
Provision of Russian passports to the ethnic Armenians of Javakheti, initially
associated with the Russian military base, is not a new process. The debate has been
coming up from time to time in the local media. The process was also confirmed
during the author’s interviews in Javakheti over the past years but no exact numbers
were ever reported. Later on in April of 2014 Georgian media speculated about lines
of people waiting to obtain Russian passports. The rising demand was triggered by the
amended law on citizenship that came into force in Russia envisaging fast-track
procedures for granting Russian citizenship to foreign citizens or persons, residing
within the borders of the former Soviet Union, and speaking fluent Russian.57 Though
Georgian MFA in the official statement evaluated the reports about distribution of
passports overstated, the interviews from the minority region supported the above
said. Richard Giragosian, Armenian political analyst, sees in Russia
providing
Russian passports to ethnic Armenians of Javakheti a “concerted Moscow led
campaign.58
In addition, new opportunity for local Armenians to get possibility to travel for the
seasonal works to Russia was opened after Armenian citizenship law of 2007
simplified the citizenship regime for those with Armenian descent. As a result,
significant number of Armenians from Javakheti got Armenian passports that gave
them possibility to travel to Russia without visa. But on the other hand Georgia did
not allow for dual citizenship, unless specifically granted by the president, what is
very much unlikely to be done en masse for the population of the whole region. Thus
holders of Armenian or Russian passports have automatically lost Georgian
citizenship, either without knowing it, or ignoring the law. The Georgian or foreign
media sources speculated about the exact number of Javakheti ethnic Armenians
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having citizenship of the country other than Georgia. 59 Illegal holding of dual
citizenship by Armenians of Javakheti was also reported by ICG in May 2011.60
The issue of dual citizenship generated public debate after Georgian government
initiated legislation regulating migration, citizenship and visa policies in summer and
later on amendments in November of 2014.61 Until the new law was enacted the issue
has never been raised up, neither has the illegal dual citizenship been tracked by the
law enforcement agencies.62 The situation turned problematic, when following the
EU-Georgia ongoing visa dialogue, as emphasized by the representatives of the
Georgian government63, Georgia had to “provide conditions for well managed and
secure mobility” and enacted new regulations. As a result ethnic Armenians from
Javakheti were left without a Georgian citizenship, thus hampering their free
movement from Russia or Armenia to Javakheti. But the law provides that those
individuals, who were Georgian citizens and lost it because of obtaining citizenship of
another country – “compatriots”, are eligible to obtain a long-term Georgian resident
permits. Ethnic Armenians from Javakheti who are no longer Georgian citizens fall
under this category and they can obtain residence permits at Public Service
Development agency. The process has not been going smoothly. Minister of Justice
Thea Tsulukiani had to travel to Javakheti to calm down local ethnic Armenian
community.64 Armenian as well as other news sources have been very sensitive
towards these developments. The numbers of individuals allegedly stripped of
Georgian citizenship or denied access to the country have been varied in the reports.65
According to the Justice Minister Thea Tsulukiani speaking on nationwide TV
channel in February, already up to 1500 ethnic Armenians were given residence
permits, while 100 – citizenship in 2015. 66 The authorities have realized the
seriousness of the discontent and started to streamline the process,
but
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nationalistically oriented groups within Javakheti and outside got a serious card to
play with on ethnic discontent.67
Feeding the conflicting threat perceptions among majority and minority is the
informational vacuum ethnic minorities of Georgia in general and in this case,
Javakheti community is experiencing. The informational vacuum that is the obvious
by product of the limited knowledge of the Georgian language by minority
population, is also a result of absence of a coherent state policy to include minority
communities into the common informational space and provide broadcasting and
information flow in the language understandable for them. The Javakheti population
was totally under the Russian propaganda during the 2008 war, as the Georgian
government did not provide information in Russian or in Armenian languages.
Basically Georgia lost informational war for its non-Georgian speaking population,
leaving its citizens with open questions regarding the August developments and the
role of Russia. Later on Georgian government as a part of the Georgian Public
Broadcaster (GDB) has sponsored a Russian language TV Channel PIK targeted not
only at Georgia’s minorities, but the North Caucasus as well, naturally not being
favored by official Moscow. After coming to power the Georgian Dream coalition
determined not to irritate Russia, the PIK channel was closed down. Unfortunately the
translation of the GDB’s evening news into Armenian language is not sufficient to
make up for the deficiency. Due to the lack of news from Tbilisi in the language
comprehensible for local population ethnic Armenians mainly depend on Russian and
neighboring State’s news sources, increasing informational gap between the center
and minority region strengthening existing weak socio-economic, political and
cultural linkages. The issue is further aggravated by the increased Russian soft power
directed towards discrediting European values and the West in general.
Addressing information gap and countering Russian soft power is of paramount
importance for decreasing conflicting threat perceptions and creating common
understanding for the future of the Georgian state between its citizenry especially in
light of Russia’s new security and foreign policy. Russia views the South Caucasus as
being in its natural sphere of influence and Georgia remains long desired prize.
Russian influence is emerging in the region through different means. It effectively
combines coercion, integrative projects and the soft power disseminating the narrative
of a new ideology, promoting the concept of a Russian world, and of Russia as a
defender of Russian speaking population all over the post soviet space vis-à-vis
weakened west.68
Russia is disseminating this narrative through financing pro-Russian NGOs69, TV and
radio stations, organizing Study Tours to the Russia’s capital, providing fellowships
for Georgian youth. The message entails not the Soviet nostalgia, but rather
Eurasianism and common civilizational space. It appeals to Georgia’s economic
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vulnerability and weakness of the West, winning supporters within population
increasingly impatient with the Western promises.70 The special target of Russia is
Georgia’s Russian speaking population, and specifically Javakheti, where the
population cannot get alternative to Russian position, countering to portraying EuroAtlantic integration as useless for Georgia, its economy and culture.71 The propaganda
is yielding results in Javakheti. According the survey carried out by Caucasian House
in 2014 the trust towards the West in general and EU among them has declined since
developments in Ukraine. NATO is also regarded as a negative path for Georgia as
from one side it is associated with Turkey and from another – becoming NATO
member will further deteriorate Georgia-Russian relations.72 The current Georgian
government should not downplay a growing Russian soft power and take adequate
counter measures.
Another issue contributing to conflicting threat perceptions and diverse views of the
future of the Georgian State, is the limited participation of minority community in
decision-making and weak channels of democratic communication. The good
governance is still a problem in Javakheti. The governance patterns Saakashvili
government relied on continued practice established by his predecessor and implied
overreliance on local power holders, thus ignoring and not promoting minority
participation in decision-making. National movement continued to take local power
structures and their interests into consideration in exchange of State expansion in the
region. MPs from the 1999–2004 Parliament belonging to the Citizens’ Union of
Georgia (CUG), made a swift transition after the Rose Revolution to the National
Movement list and later on to Georgian Dream. Though minority MPs keep a low
profile in Parliament, they have significant authority and power within the region. In
addition to MPs local power structures in Javakheti have been and remain organized
around other influential individuals, such as Gamgebeli, and chiefs of police. They are
main providers of jobs, resources, and social-economic security to their relatives and
friends. In province as poor as Javakheti, it is relatively easy to earn loyalty by
providing basic goods or minor employment opportunities. Overreliance on this
governance practices poses a threat to stability in the long run as only few individuals
in the region have a real power and might become interested in altering the status quo
in case their interests are threatened.73
III.

Conclusion

The legacies of nationality policies in Georgia have influenced the State-Javakheti
relations and encouraged mutual distrust among the majority and minority
communities, contributing to the securitization of the issue which is becoming
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especially acute due to the changing regional dynamics and Russia’s aggressive
foreign and security policy in the post-Soviet space.
In order to decrease the vulnerability of Georgia’s ethnic minorities to outside
interference, it is important to introduce mechanisms for the inclusion of minority
interests into the realm of domestic politics and push forward policies aimed at
national unity. In this context in line with taking specific aggressive steps to counter
the Russian soft power in the ethnic enclaves creating alternative to it informational
flow Georgian State should push forward democratization process. It is argued that in
the countries like Georgia, democratization might contain threats to stability and
contain emergence of nationalistic sentiments, which is supported by Georgia’s
experience in early 90s.74 But the only way Georgia to succeed is to build a modern,
viable, democratic state, with democratized relations with its minorities giving them a
stake in decision-making among them at central level. State consolidation process
cannot be successful, unless conflicting threat perceptions are neutralized and
Georgia’s minorities feel they have a stake in the Georgian State. This is not an easy
task and the State needs to balance carefully between the mutual mistrust, conflicting
threat perceptions and democratization of the state-minority relations. But due to the
current international context in Georgia’s neighborhood, achieving de-securitization
of the minority question would be difficult.
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